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Components Chooser Charts

You can use the information in these Chooser Charts to choose the components you need.

Power supplies Chooser Chart

Batteries and cells

Zinc carbon low current low cost

infrequent use

Zinc chloride medium current medium cost

regular use

Alkaline high current high cost

regular use

Nickel cadmium medium and high high outlay

(not low) current low lifetime cost

rechargeable

Battery holders

Holders and clips are available for standard size batteries

These enable connection of a battery to a circuit

Solar cells

Powered by light energy for low current, high outlay

most effective in sunlight low voltage applications zero running cost

Lead acid battery

Rechargeable for high current, constant high outlay,

while in use use 6V, 12V voltage low running cost

Typical 5 year life

Generator

Powered by rotation for low current, high outlay,

low voltage applications zero running cost

Low voltage supply

Mains powered for high current, constant high outlay,

so not portable use; flexible voltage low running cost

Note that where batteries have the same

voltage, larger batteries will last longer

the standard sizes of batteries are:

clips and holders make connection simple

typical output, for single

cell in sunlight;

100mA at 0.45V

Calculating with power supplies

When power supplies are connected in series the voltage

increases and the current is not affected.

When power supplies are connected in parallel the available

current increases and the voltage remains the same.
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Resistors Chooser Chart

Fixed resistors

Values from 1W Only fixed values are available e.g. E12 series

to 10MΩ has 12 values: 1, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.2, 2.7, 3.3, 3.9,

(10 million Ω) 4.7, 5.6, 6.8, 8.2 with multiples of 10 to 1 MW.

The tolerances on fixed values usually cover the

values in between. If exact values are required,

resistors can be combined. If the tolerance on a 10Ω
resistor is 10%, then its value could be in the range

9–11W.  The range of an 8.2Ω resistor would be

7.38–9.02Ω and for a 12Ω resistor 10.8 – 13.2Ω

Various types available Choice based on balancing the accuracy and power

rating required against the cost. Power ratings range

from 0.125W to 25W. If a resistor generates more

power than it is rated at, it will overheat and be

damaged.

To limit current Use the Resistor Equation to calculate current

through a resistor, see Equations Chooser Chart.

To control voltage Potential (or voltage) divider.  Use two resistors in

series to divide a voltage into two parts, see

Equations Chooser Chart.

Variable resistors

Max values from 100Ω Each type typically has 9–12 values covering the

to 2MΩ range.

Initial circuit adjustment Presets.

Miniature variables for situations where adjustment

will be infrequent.

Regular control Potentiometers

of voltage or current Options include: maximum power rating, accuracy,

inclusion of switch, rotary or slide control, linear

(resistance change constant along range) or

logarithmic (greater sensitivity at low resistance).

Knobs potentiometers are supplied with a standard spindle

but no knob.

A wide range of different styles is available.

Resistors with a large power

rating are physically large so

that they can better absorb the

heat generated.
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Capacitors Chooser Chart

For: storing charge, smoothing a dc supply, timing (with a resistor), suppressing

interference, passing ac and blocking dc, filtering particular frequencies

Low capacitance Non-electrolytic

(up to 10 µF) More accurate, higher resistance and larger than

electrolytic equivalents

Connected either way round in circuit

Higher capacitances are more expensive than

electrolytic equivalents

High capacitance Electrolytic

(1µF to 0.1F) Must be connected with ‘+’ connection

always positive (can’t be used with ac)

More compact than equivalent

non-electrolytic

For tuning Variable non-electrolytic

(up to 150pF) (variable electrolytics not available)

Diodes Chooser Chart

Diodes conduct only one direction – the ‘forward’ direction. When a diode

is conducting there is a voltage drop of about 0.7.V across it.

For: steering signals, A diode is specified by its

rectifying ac, maximum forward current and

protecting other maximum reverse voltage.

components Higher ratings are more expensive,

but if in doubt use a higher rating.

Connectors Chooser Chart

Temporary Jack plug/socket

e.g. external Available sizes: 2.5, 3.5 and 6.35mm

sensor or 2 (mono) or 3 (stereo) wire

output PCB mounting sockets available

DC power Power plug/socket including internal

12V max switch to disconnect a battery when plug is

inserted

Available sizes: 1.3, 2.1, 2.5, and 3.1mm

PCB mounting sockets available

Semi-permanent Screw terminal blocks

Multiple line D series sockets and plugs

Shape ensures connection is correct way round.

Available are: 9, 15, 19, 23, 25, 37, and 50 way

versions.

For connecting to batteries, see Battery Chooser Chart.
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Switches Chooser Chart

Electrical characteristics

Only switches while non-latching e.g. to hold an alarm off

operated push-to-make, or on a keypad

push-to-break

To switch between on single pole single e.g. an on/off switch

and off throw

To switch between two single pole double e.g. stair lighting circuits

circuits throw

To switch between single pole multiple e.g. selecting mode of

multiple circuits throw operation

To switch two signals double pole double e.g. reversing a motor

throw, totally isolating or a power supply

To switch multiple e.g. triple pole double

signals between multiple throw to reverse and

circuits switch off a motor

Physical characteristics

Switches are packaged in a wide variety of ways.

This chart describes the most common but omits colour options and some

rarer switch types.

Push usual form for non-latching; also as foot switches

Membrane simple non-latching switch, often used for switch

arrays

Toggle wide range of switch types

Slide wide range of switch types

Rocker DPDT is usually most complex type

Rotary often single pole multiple throw, may be lockable

(with key)

Dip array of miniature switches for infrequent use

Micro for automatic systems – only a small force causes

switching available as a plain push switch and

with a lever or roller

Sensors switches that are operated by environmental

changes include reed, vibration and tilt; see

Sensors Chooser Chart for more information

Illuminated incorporating a light source to indicate the switch

position

Knobs some switches are supplied with a standard

spindle that a range of knobs will fit; see Resistors

Chooser Chart for more information on knobs

push switch

              slide switch

toggle switch

             rocker switch

micro-switch

a push-to-make switch

a push-to-break switch

a single-pole,

single-throw switch

a single-pole, double-throw

change-over switch

a double-pole, double-

throw change-over

switch

a double-pole,

 triple-throw switch
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Sensors Chooser Chart

Detecting (sensors may be digital or analogue and need not be linear)

Magnetism reed switch

closed when close to a magnet

Proximity reed switch (see above)

(without touching) reflective opto switch

infrared light reflected into sensor indicates

object is close

LDR: light level drops when shaded

Visible light dependant resistor (LDR)

light resistance drops as light level rises

for fast response use a photo transistor which

also provides a higher current and requires fewer

components

Infrared IR detector; a photo transistor, usually matched to an IR emitter

Heat thermistor, resistance drops as temperature increases

bimetallic strip, bends as temperature rises,

used as a switch

Moisture or moisture sensor; on when wet

Liquid level float operates micro switch at a set level

Turning tilt switch

cam hitting micro switch

slotted opto switch, use a rotating disc with

alternating clear and opaque sections in the slot

Linear motion slotted opto switch, use a strip with holes or

notches in the slot

Force micro switch (see Switches Chooser Chart)

membrane switch (see Switches Chooser Chart)

Time count pulses from an astable

use turning motion of clock mechanism

Sound microphone

Measuring (requires analogue sensors, preferably with linear outputs)

Visible light, infrared photodiode with op-amp (see also Processes

Chooser Chart)

Temperature LM34, a temperature sensor 1C that gives output

of 10 mV per °C; either 0-100°C or –40-110°C

Humidity humidity sensor (non-linear)

Liquid level float operating potentiometer

Motion, rotary potentiometer (see Resistors Chooser Chart);

slotted opto switch, see above

Motion, linear slide potentiometer (see Resistors Chooser Chart)

Sound microphone, needs circuit to convert audio signal

to analogue signal proportional to amplitude

Force strain gauge, resistance changes as it is stretched
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Output transducers Chooser Chart

To produce:

Illumination bulb; usually requires correct holder (which makes

bulb changing easier)

brighter bulbs require higher current

Indication light emitting diode (LED); available as red, yellow or

green in a range of brightnesses

flashing LEDs include protective resistor (also

available for steady LED)

LED arrays typically contain 10 LEDs

Distance signalling IR LED; usually matched to an IR detector

Rotary motion dc motor; usually need to drive load through gear

train to reduce speed and increase torque

stepper motor; turns in precise steps (7.5°) controlled

by digital signals

servo motor; allows precise positional control over about

180° using an analogue signal; low speed, high torque

Linear motion motor via appropriate mechanisms

solenoid; produces large force over small distance,

rapidly, in one direction; available as pull or push

Sound buzzer; fixed amplitude and frequency

piezo sounder; requires 500 Hz signal

amplitude can be controlled

loudspeaker: requires audio signal, full control of

amplitude and frequency

bell; loud, fixed frequency and amplitude

Electrical relay; wide range available, must be matched to

switching current and voltage being switched; see Switches

Chooser Chart for electrical characteristics of

switches

Fluid control pump; moves liquid or gas from one place to another

control speed in same way as dc motor

solenoid; amature pressing on flexible tubing can

restrict flow through the tube

pneumatic solenoid valve allows electrical control of

a pneumatic circuit

Magnetism electromagnet; produces a magnet holding force

while current is applied

Display of numbers moving coil meter; shows strength of signal by

or letters movement of needle

LED display; available as 7-segment or dot matrix;

range of sizes

liquid crystal display (LCD); uses less power than

LEDs but not visible in dark
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Processes Chooser Chart

Transistors

For driving an output, or for amplifying a signal; there are a very large

number of different types of transistor

things to think about when choosing a transistor:

Type Bipolar (npn) or Field Effect (FET)

npn amplifies current

FET amplifies voltage

These are interchangeable in most circuits. But the FET passes a very low

input current and this makes it useful when an input signal cannot provide

a high current, for example a touch switch

What gain (for npn)? How much the current is amplified

collector current = base current x Gain

The collector current drives the output device. Make sure that the base

current will be amplified enough to give the current the output device needs

Maximum current How much current can pass through the collector

Make sure that this maximum current is more than the current needed by

the device being driven

Darlington pair

A matched pair of transistors

Npn transistors usually have either a high gain with a low maximum current

or a high current with a low gain. A Darlington pair combines a high gain

transistor with a high current transistor. This gives both high gain and high

current. Note that Darlington pairs are packaged with three legs, like a

single transistor.

Useful information about transistors and Darlington pairs

Type Identifying code BC168 ZTX450 TIP122

Casing what shape it is TO92 TO92 P1b

Material what it is made from npn silicon npn silicon non silicon

Max voltage maximum circuit voltage 30V 60V 100V

Max base current current flowing into base 0.2mA 4mA 1mA

Max collector current flowing into 100mA 1A 5A

Collector

Max power maximum power it can 300mW 1W 65W

dissipate

Gain typical at a particular collector 650@2mA 300@150 5000@2A

current

Application what the transistor is general fast power Darlington

for purpose switching pair

Thyristors

Use for simple latching

Maximum current how much current can pass from the anode to the

cathode

Make sure that this maximum current is more than the current needed by

the device being driven

All transistors have three

legs.  Use a data sheet or a

catalogue to help you

identify which leg is which

Thyristors have three legs

so they look similar to

transistors. They are also

called ‘silicon controlled

rectifiers’ (SCRs)
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Processes Chooser Chart con’t

For processing analogue signal

Operation amplifiers (op-amps)

Supply range the voltage range required

the maximum of this range must be higher than the

supply used in the circuit

many op-amps need a dual rail supply (for example

two 9V batteries in series)

using one requiring a single rail supply may lead

to a simpler circuit

Output voltage the signal level at the co-amp output

this is about 80% of the input voltage

Output current the current that the output can supply

this needs to be high enough to drive the next

stage of the circuit

Analogue to digital conversion

For turning an analogue signal into one or more digital signals

Comparator for a one bit digital signal

comparators are an op-amp; use a dedicated

component as this provides fast and accurate

switching from high to low on a single rail supply

Multi bit to give a binary value for the analogue signal A to

D converts with 6 to 16 digital outputs are available

in both TTL and CMOS versions (see below)

Digital integrated circuits

Multi bit to give an analogue signal for a binary value D  to

A converters with between 6 to 16 digital outputs

are available in both TTL and CMOS versions

(see below)

For processing digital signals

Digital integrated circuits

Type TTL or CMOS

TTL (ICs prefixed by ‘74’)

CMOS (ICs prefixed by ‘40’)

Each has a similar range of functions available.

The main advantage of CMOs is that the ICs do

not need a stabilised power supply so they can

be run straight from a battery.

Comparing TTL and CMOS

TTL CMOS

Supply 5± 0.25V 3-15V

High 2.4-5V 70-100% of supply

Low 0-0.7V 0-30% supply

o/p current

– source 1.6mA 4mA (at 5V)

– sink 16mA 4mA (at 5V)

If you are using more than one op-

amp in a circuit, use a dual or quad

package to minimise the number of

components and ensure good

matching

If you are using more than one

comparator in a circuit, use a dual

or quad package to minimise the

number of components and ensure

good matching

Because of the large number of digital

lines used when converting between

analogue and digital, the integrated

circuits used have a lot of legs!
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Equations Chooser Chart

Ohm’s laws

Ohm’s law links a component’s resistance to the

current through it and the voltage across it. If two are

know, the third can be worked out.

Potential divider

Two resistors in series divide a voltage into two

parts. As the resistance of R1 increases, the voltage

across it gets bigger.  If one of these resistors is a

sensor, the sensor can control the signal.

Combining resistors

If the resistors are in series, simply add the

resistances together.  If they are in parallel then the

inverses have to be added – and don’t forget to

invert the final answer!

Power equation

This links the power generated by a component to

the voltage across it and the current through it. If

either two are know, the third can be worked out
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Combing capacitors

If the capacitors are in parallel, simply add the

capacitances together. If they are in series then the

inverses have to be added – and don’t forget to

invert the final answer!

Transistor gain

Collector current

  Base current

Collector current = Gain x Base current

This is how much current amplification the transistor

provides.  The symbol for Gains is h
FE

.

Time delays with resistors and

capacitors

Time = C x R (seconds)

Op amp gain

Voltage out

 Voltage in

Voltage out = Gain x Voltage in

This is how much signal amplification the co-amp

provides.  This depends on the op-amp

configuration.  The configuration shown is an

inverting amplifier. Note the minus sign which

shows that the signal is inverted. The gain can be

increased by making RF larger.

h
FE

  = Gain = Gain =


